CARBIT® SPRAY BOOTH COATINGS

CARBIT® STRIPPEABLE COATINGS

BRIGHT WHITE FOR WALLS

Carbit, established in 1975, made its first water-based strippeable, Carbitone, in 1989. Since then, hundreds of manufacturers have chosen Carbit to protect their spray booths from the fire hazard of overspray accumulation.

Whether it is for spray booth walls, lights, or floors, Carbitone is the proven performer to get the job done.

1. Clean contaminants from walls, lights, and floors. Apply spray or roller. If necessary.
2. Spray Carbitone White to walk with even, 160-200 psi, or conventional spray.
3. Measure wall thickness to ensure recommended coating thickness for stripping.
4. Spray Carbitone White to walk with even, 160-200 psi, or conventional spray. Allow walk to dry.
5. Apply 100% Strippeable with solvent spray.
6. Spray 100% Strippeable on lights and windows. No masking required. 100% is strippeable ever-white.
7. NDC Crystal Clear is walk-in color, white, or white color. 100% Strippeable.
8. Scrape around windows and lights. Peel away strippeable from surfaces.
9. Your spray booth is blue, bright, and ready for use.

CARBIT PAINT CO. 927 W. Blackhawk Street Chicago, IL 60642 312.320.2100 www.carbit.com

HEAVY DUTY WHITE FOR FLOORS

100% Strippeable Coating - FLOORS

100% Strippeable Coating for floors that forms a smooth, floor covering in minutes and withstands harsh industrial floor conditions. 100% tough like the original, and easy to strip from concrete, tile, floors. Apply by spray or roller and remove using low waste solvent that requires no VOC's. 100% Strippeable.

FOR POROUS FLOOR SURFACES:

Prep Coat Clear Sealer

A sealer for any unsealed concrete floors that helps the release of 100% Strippeable. Little preparation required. Apply by spray or roller.

carbit.com lists our regional distributors in the U.S. and Canada

CRYSTAL CLEAR FOR LIGHTS

100% Strippeable Coating - LIGHTS

The strippeable standard to lights and exteriors. See through clarity and transparent appearance contrasts with competitive offerings that are heavy and translucent. Same release qualities as 100% Strippeable. 100% Strippeable.

FOR ROUGH WALL SURFACES:

Release Primer for Strippeable Booth Coatings

A primer for unstriped or strippeable coatings that helps the release of the strippeable coating. Apply by spray or roller. No recommended for ceilings. 100% Strippeable.

www.carbitcoatings.com

To view our Carbitone Brochure online www.carbitentechnologies.com

Bright white for walls, lights, or floors. Carbitone is the proven performer to get the job done.

Commercial Grade Strippeable Coating - WALLS

All Surface Strippeable Coating - WALLS

Economy Grade Strippeable Coating - WALLS

Solvent Base Strippeable Coating - WALLS

For rough wall surfaces:

CARBIT® CARBITONE® CARBITONE STrippable CoATings
CARBIT® Your Spray Booth in 9 Steps

1. Clean contaminants from walls, lights, and floors. Apply 107 or 105, as necessary.

2. Spray CARBICOTE White to walk with either 1037 or conventional spray.

3. Measure wall width to ensure recommended coating thickness for stripping.

4. Spray CARBICOTE White to walls in a color other than white, but often clear.

5. Apply 107 Floor Strippable with utility spray.

6. Your spray booth is blue, bright, and ready for use.

CARBIT COATINGS

SAFE, PEEL-OFF PROTECTION FOR SPRAY BOOTH WALLS, LIGHTS, AND FLOORS.

CARBIT® SPRAY BOOTH COATINGS

BRIGHT WHITE FOR WALLS

CARBIT, established in 1975, made its first water-base, strippable, CARBIT COATINGS, in 1989. Since then, hundreds of manufacturers have chosen CARBIT to protect their spray booths from the fire hazard of overspray accumulation.

Whether it is for spray booth walls, lights, or floors, CARBIT is the proven performer to get the job done.

Commercial Grade Strippable Coating - WALLS

Formulations of the CARBIT COATINGS for 105 provide outstanding coverage. Excellent release when stripped even when subjected to elevated temperature. Heat tested for over 300 cycles at 80°F (27°C) for 20 minutes. Please refer to table and bright white.

All Surface Strippable Coating - WALLS

Tough film release from surfaces when conventional solvents do not. Whiteboards heat cycling. Please refer to table and bright white.

Economy Grade Strippable Coating - WALLS

Comes in brights, white and light. Avoid condensation. Use entire surface. Strips after heat cycling. Please refer to table and bright white.

Solvent Base Strippable Coating - WALLS

Once a minute and two solvent release qualities. Available in WALLS free version. Bright white.

FOR ROUGH WALL SURFACES:

Release Primer for Strippable Booth Coatings

Use for all substrates. Excess paint is wiped off with a cloth. Do not use primer on wood or metal. Fresh white, black, and bright white.

HEAVY DUTY WHITE FOR FLOORS

CARBIT® Strippable Coating - FLOORS

A bright white strippable that forms a resilient floor covering in minutes and achieves booth functionality in hours. To prevent the adhesion melting and repair ready from overspray into floors, apply a solvent spray on roller and remove residual in excess while paper is still wet. Suitable for walk-in traffic. For POROUS FLOOR SURFACES:

New City Clear Sealer

A sealer for new or previously unfinished concrete floors that inhibits the release of CARBIT Floor Strippable. All preparation required before spray or roller. It is recommended for spray or roller. Please refer to table.

CRystal CLEAR FOR LIGHTS

CARBIT® Strippable Coating - LIGHTS

This strippable standard is lighter and more durable. See-through and transparent appearance contrasts with competitive offerings that are blurry and translucent. Same release qualities as 102. Also recommended for powder coated metal and unfinished woods.

carbit.com lists our regional distributors in the U.S. and Canada

To view our CARBIT Brochure online:
www.carbictobrokers.com
To find your CARBIT Distributor:
www.carbictdistributors.com
CARBIT® SPRAY BOOTH COATINGS

Safe, peel-off protection for spray booth walls, lights, and floors.

CARBIT® STRIPPABLE COATINGS

CARBICOTE Your Spray Booth in 9 Steps

1. Clean contaminants from walls, lights, and floors. Apply spray primer if necessary.
2. Spray Carbicote White to walls with either, 1677 or conventional spray.
3. Measure wall height to ensure recommended coating thickness for stripping.
4. Spray Carbicote White to completely cover booth ceiling, lights and windows. No masking required.
5. Scrape around windows and lights. Peel away strippeable film from surfaces.
6. Spray 907 Crystal Clear on lights and windows. No masking required. 907 is transparent over white.
7. 907 Crystal Clear is applied in color to walls and lights, but other colors.
8. Apply 907 Floor Strippeable with or without spray.
9. Your spray booth is clean, bright, and ready for use.

CARBIT PAINT CO. 927 W. Blackhawk Street Chicago, IL 60642 312.280.2100 www.carbit.com

CARBICOTE STRIPPABLE COATINGS

BRIGHT WHITE FOR WALLS

Carbit was established in 1975, made its first water based stripable, Carbicote, in 1989. Since then, hundreds of manufacturers have chosen Carbit to protect their spray booths from the fire hazard of overspray accumulation.

Whether it is for spray booth walls, lights, or floors, Carbit is the proven performer to get the job done.

Commercial Grade Strippable Coating - WALLS


All Surface Strippable Coating - WALLS


Commercial Grade Strippable Coating - WALLS

946 Commercial Grade Strippable Coating - WALLS

948 Commercial Grade Strippable Coating - WALLS

950 Strip off surface, walls. Easy removal from standard surface. Strips off hard cycling. Freely abrasion resistant and washable.

952 Solvent Base Strippable Coating - WALLS

954 Solvent Base Strippable Coating - WALLS

956 Strip off surface, walls. Easy removal from standard surface. Strips off hard cycling. Freely abrasion resistant and washable.

958 Solvent Base Strippable Coating - WALLS

960 Strip off surface, walls. Easy removal from standard surface. Strips off hard cycling. Freely abrasion resistant and washable.

HEAVY DUTY WHITE FOR FLOORS

962 Strippable Coating - FLOORS

964 Strippable Coating - FLOORS

966 Strippable Coating - FLOORS

968 Strippable Coating - FLOORS

CRYSTAL CLEAR FOR LIGHTS

970 Strippable Coating - LIGHTS

972 Strippable Coating - LIGHTS

974 Strippable Coating - LIGHTS

976 Strippable Coating - LIGHTS

For porous floor surfaces:

978 Prep Coat Clear Sealer

For rough wall surfaces:

980 Release Primer for Strippable Booth Coatings

For porous or uncoated walls that are caulked or painted, clean surface and prime. Add the release of the strippeable coater. Apply by spray or roller. Heat recommended for drying. Freely abrasion resistant.

carbit.com lists our regional distributors in the U.S. and Canada

To view our Carbicote Brochure online: www.carbitcote.com

For more information on Carbicote Distributors: www.carbicotedistributors.com
CARBITCOTE STRIPPABLE COATINGS

BRIGHT WHITE FOR WALLS

Carbit, established in 1975, makes its first water-based strippable, Carbitite, in 1982. Since then, hundreds of manufacturers have chosen Carbitite to protect their spray booths from the fire hazard of overspray accumulation.

Whether it is for spray booth walls, lights, or floors, Carbitite is the proven performer to get the job done.

- **Commercial Grade Strippable Coating - WALLS**
  - Tough film release from surfaces when conventional release paper is not. Withstands heat cycling.
  - Pest-Resistant and bright white.

- **All Surface Strippable Coating - WALLS**
  - Tough film release from surfaces when conventional release paper is not. Withstands heat cycling.
  - Pest-Resistant and bright white.

- **Economy Grade Strippable Coating - WALLS**
  - Cooperative, high Solids. Good coverage and release from conventional release paper. Resists straight heat cycling.
  - Pest-Resistant and bright white.

- **Solution Base Strippable Coating - WALLS**
  - One-minute release and no secondary release required. Available in WALLS free version Bright white.

FOR ROUGH WALL SURFACES:

- **Re释se Primer for Strippable Booth Coatings**
  - For use on substrates (e.g., walls that are milled, jointed, and have some surface oil). Sticks the release of the strippable topcoat. Apply by spray or roll. Not recommended for fabrics. Pest-Resistant and bright white.

CARBITCOTE STRIPPABLE COATINGS

HEAVY DUTY WHITE FOR FLOORS

- **Sprayable Coating - FLOORS**
  - A bright white strippable that forms a seamless floor covering in minutes and automatically releases from release paper. Resists heat cycling, and provides a smooth, clean floor. Apply by spray, roll, or brush. Cures and releases in seconds. Suitable for walk on. No residue.

FOR POROUS FLOOR SURFACES:

- **Spray Clear Epoxy Sealer**
  - A spray for use on unsealed cement floors that helps the release of WALLS Floor Strippable. Little preparation required. Apply by spray or roll.

CARBITCOTE STRIPPABLE COATINGS

CRYSTAL CLEAR FOR LIGHTS

- **Sprayable Coating - LIGHTS**
  - A bright white strippable that forms a seamless floor covering in minutes and automatically releases from release paper. Resists heat cycling, and provides a smooth, clean floor. Apply by spray, roll, or brush. Cures and releases in seconds. Suitable for walk on. No residue.

For more information, visit carbit.com. To find your Carbitite distributor, visit www.carbitite-distributors.com.